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What is a Fan Page?

Instead of a second profile page, Facebook has another type of page to help separate personal from professional.

Like profile pages, Facebook Fan Pages enable public figures, businesses, organizations and others to create an 
authentic, official, and public presence on Facebook that is separate from your personal profile page.

Unlike your profile page, Facebook Fan Pages are visible to everyone on the Internet by default. You, and every person 
on Facebook, can connect with these Pages by becoming a fan of them and then receive their updates in your News 

Feed and interact with them.

Fan Pages have an administrator (the creator of the page by default) but multiple people can be assigned the role of 
administrator.

Here is the URL to create a Fan Page:

The Facebook Terms of Service prevent individuals from having multiple profile pages. You can assign multiple email addresses to a 
single profile (to aid in searching) but you should have only ONE personal profile

http://www.facebook.com/pages/create.php
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Creating a Fan Page

There are no hard and fast rules to creating a Fan Page, but Facebook requires that you be 
authorized to do so. Unofficial pages are forbidden and subject to deletion and other penalties.
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What a Fan Page looks like:
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Benefits of a Fan Page
The overall look of a Fan Page is the same as an individual’s Profile Page. Fan Page Administrators can limit what people can or can’t 

be posted to a Fan Page’s Wall, Discussion Groups, or Photos.

Once a Fan Page gets 100 fans, the page administrator can request a URL (web address) that can be used to create direct links.
For example: http://www.facebook.com/stephen.cole.caller

Here is the top portion of the Fan Page administrator’s view.
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